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                    Let the games begin

                    We are a decentralized multi-chain gaming launchpad and marketplace.
                        Don’t just play your favorite games. Be part of them. Let’s get started.
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                        The kickstarter
                            of gaming

                        Unleashing raw gamer passion

                        The core idea of GameStation is to empower independent game developers and gamers. We do this by enabling game developers to fund their ideas without giving away equity or IP. 

                        The GameStation launchpad and marketplace encourage community growth and interaction between developers and gamers that have a stake in their gameworld. 
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                        Empowering
                            game developers

                        GameStation is the world’s premier blockchain-based crowdfunding launchpad and marketplace that helps game developers fundraise with direct access to a captive audience of gamers.
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                                Seamless solutions for game developers
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                                Additional revenue streams
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                                Gamers own their gaming assets
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                                A marketplace to loan, borrow, sell and trade assets
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                                Events system for players and communities
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                    Pioneering play to earn
                        decentralized gaming
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                            Multi-chain environment across Ethereum, Polygon, Solana, Polkadot and Binance Smart Chain
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                            Gaming assets owned by gamers with a ﬁnancial value
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                            Blockchain and tokenised events launchpad to ﬁnance game development
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                            Gamiﬁed airdrops and token rewards including auto token staking and  burns
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                            Increased game engagement through economical incentives
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                        Network partners

                        
                            
                                
                                    POLYGON

                                    Polygon is a framework for building interconnected blockchain networks.

                                    Polygon effectively transforms Ethereum into a full-ﬂedged multi-chain system (aka Internet of Blockchains).
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                                    HORIZEN

                                    Horizen is the zero-knowledge-enabled network of blockchains. 

                                    Horizen offers best-in-class tools for developers to custom-build private or public blockchains with flexibility unmatched by others.
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                                            GameStation is the world’s premier blockchain-based crowdfunding launchpad and marketplace that helps game developers fundraise with direct access to a captive audience of gamers.
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        2020
                                    

                                    Q3/Q4
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                                            Development of Phase 1 architecture and software solutions for the gaming platform.
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                                            V1 centralized MVP
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                                    Q1
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                                            Finalised the litepaper and protocol presentation site.
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                                            Angel round sale.
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                                            Strategic advisors and partners onboarding.
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                                            Decentralised onboarding module development.
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                                            V1 centralized MVP.
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                                    Q2
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                                            Commercial agreements with the strategic partners.
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                                            Commercial agreement with the devs team.
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                                            Marketing materials for private investors.
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                                            Seed / private Sale.
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                                            Website launch.
                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        2021
                                    

                                    Q3/Q4
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                                            Community growth marketing campaign launch.
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                                            Public Sale and Gamer token Listing.
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                                            Launch of MVP.
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                                            Launch of our first Gaming project.
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                                            Add multi-chain capabilities to our launchpad.
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                                    Q1/Q2
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                                            Increase quantity of games launched for bull market.
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                                            Develop new systems for community engagement in case of bear market.
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                                            Reformat claiming portal.
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                                            Reskin website.
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                                            Expand the team to include key principal executives.
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                                    Q3/Q4
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                                            Micro wallet.
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                                            AirDrop platform.
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                                            NFT market place.
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                                            Referral programme.
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                                            Secondary offering platform.
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

        
        
            
                
                    
                        Meet the team

                        COUNCIL MEMBERS
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                                                JASON KOVAR

                                                CEO

                                                20 years experience in marketing has resulted in billions of dollars in sales. Jason continues his journey to provide the best solutions for the crypto ecosystem.                                                
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                                                TODD REIBER

                                                COO

                                                Todd's history in the marketing arena has amassed in-depth knowledge and hands-on experience to manage and launch new projects.                                                
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                                                VICTOR ALEXANDRU

                                                CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER
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                                                KAFFY OBANIGBA

                                                CHIEF GROWTH OFFICER
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                                                LEONIDA DUDULEANU

                                                MARKETING MANAGER
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                                                PAUL MORARU

                                                OPERATIONS MANAGER
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                                                NARCIS-MIHAI ILIESCU

                                                VISUAL ARTS MANAGER
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                                                NATHAN 

                                                COMMUNITY MANAGER

                                                                                                

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

        
        
            
                
                    
                        Meet the team

                        STRATEGIC ADVISORS
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                                                JOHN PATRICK MULLIN 

                                                STRATEGY ADVISOR

                                                Co-Founder of Mantra Dao, JP brings with him an impressive background in innovation, fintech and a lenghty experience in many aspects of the blockchain industry.                                                 
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                                                IAN FRIEND

                                                ADVISOR & FAS PARTNER

                                                Co-Founder and COO at Ferrum Network, Ian has extensive experience in building, managing and advising cryptocurrency projects.                                                
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                                                LIONEL IRUK

                                                LEGAL ADVISOR

                                                Lead counsel and legal advisor for numerous gaming, cryptocurrency and DeFi projects, his clients have collectively generated over 10 Billion USD to date.                                                
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                                                JOE WONG

                                                MARKETING ADVISOR

                                                Principal at Fomocraft. 20+ years of integrated marketing experience at multiple award-winning global agencies. Launch CMO for MANTRA DAO and Polkastarter. Advisor for MANTRA DAO, Royale, Launchpool and Finxﬂo.                                                
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                                                NICHOLAS KRAPELS

                                                STRATEGY ADVISOR

                                                Principal at Fomocraft. 20+ years of integrated marketing experience at multiple award-winning global agencies. Launch CMO for MANTRA DAO and Polkastarter. Advisor for MANTRA DAO, Royale, Launchpool and Finxﬂo.                                                
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                                                RITAM GUPTA

                                                GAMING ADVISOR

                                                Founder of Deﬁ 11. 6 years in blockchain software development, technology consulting & enterprise architecture delivery. Played key leadership roles, from strategy to operations.                                                
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                                                MOHSEN ALFARAJ

                                                DEFI ADVISOR

                                                An experienced VC in the cryptocurrency world with speciﬁc expertise in DeFi consultancy, Mohsen has worked closely with numerous successful crypto DeFi projects.                                                
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                                                SUVI RINKINEN

                                                STRATEGIC ADVISOR STARTER

                                                Former CEO at the Telos Foundation, a respected thought-leader with an expensive background in investor relations for fintech and blockchain projects.                                                 

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

        
        
            
                
                    
                        Strategic Partners
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                                    Horizen Labs is a crypto-first developer at the heart of the decentralization revolution. They are world leaders in zero knowledge cryptography and key web 3.0 tools that enable programmable blockchains that are secure, scalable and privacy preserving.
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                                    As investing pioneers in the blockchain space, the team sponsors, supports and incubates exciting early stage blockchain projects through careful analysis and research.
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                                    Leveraging the best qualities of existing networks in a high-speed transaction layer, Ferrum Network presents an alternative method for validating and expediting activity between users.
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                                    Starter Capital helps projects recreate the future by providing access to technical resources, marketing assistance, and starting capital.
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                                    Specializing in the blitz Launch of crypto startups. Their strengths lie in brand building, narrative marketing and the ability to attract the best specialists to take up tactical roles.
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                                    Premium marketing services to boost projects Conducting in-depth research markets, identifying business and user personas, elaborate strategies and development.
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                                    Empire Global provides end-to-end blockchain development, blockchain consulting, and tokenomics services to multiple business domains in cryptocurrency.
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                    Want to stay up to date? Sign up for our newsletter

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            

                            
                        

                        
                            

                                
                                    
                                
                                
                                    
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    Join our
community

                    Follow our updates on these channels.follow our updates on these channels.

                    
                        
                            
                                                            
                        

                        
                            
                                                            
                        

                        
                            
                                                            
                        

                        
                            
                                                            
                        

                        
                            
                                                            
                        

                    

                

                
                    Apply for
IDO

                    Is your project ready to get launched on GameStation?

                    Apply for ido
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